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 chinese Inside scene from avatar: The Legend of Korra: Book 2 subtitle inchinese. This is the main scene of the episode. It is from the 10th season. We are talking about the main story of Korra, and she is asking an elder for help. The dialogues are in chinese. Then Korra asked. Avatar: The Legend of Korra: Book 2 (2011) Korra avatar: Legend of Korra Book 2. Episode 5: Spirits Within: The Spirit
World - In the finale of Book 2, Korra and Tenzin travel to the spirit world through a mist. We must thank our friend FurBastard for finding this video for us. The subtitles are in chinese. Analized by fur. At the end of "Book 2: Spirits Within", Korra and Tenzin journey to the Spirit World. But this time, they are going to talk to one of the most powerful spirits of the spirit world, Avatar Aang. It will

be the last time that these two friends will be together. Korra wants to ask the elder for help and the only way is to ask him by spirit travel. But on this mission, they will have to stop from a mist, a spirit realm. We will see the spirits of the spirit world. Eventually, Korra and Tenzin are able to see Aang. After that, Korra and Tenzin have to fight their way through the mist. The mist is full of these
beings who have a lot of power. They take Tenzin's chain out of his neck. It's the chinese tradition in the avatar world. It's like the chain of the avatar. When Tenzin was an avatar, his chain was as large as this one, as it has some power. However, Tenzin's chain is still made of stainless steel. But the new chain made of leather, gives Korra an advantage. They encounter two spirits, " The Hungry Ghost "

and " The Big Wave " which are still strong. They only had to fight them for a moment. But the struggle was a little hard. They took both spirits with them. It was an interesting fight. Both of them are very powerful. The spirit "The Hungry Ghost" was the one who attacked Tenzin. He has decided to attack Korra too. K 82157476af
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